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This hot 21,000 word bundle contains three tantalising tales of tentacles taking men to their sexual limits and
beyond. Enslaved by the Tentacle God: Robert Miller is looking into the disappearances of various people in
1920s London. Upon finding out there's a secret cult behind those disappearances, he doesn't hesitate to join.
Little does he know that the cult leader has become one with a very powerful and tentacled creature. The cult
leader strips Robert naked, exposing him to the other cultists to allow the creature to feed on him. Robert soon
finds out that the creature doesn't want to eat his flesh, but that it feeds on sexual energy. He doesn't resist
when the tentacle creature soon has him bound, help and very horny. This 6400 word story contains one very
greedy tentacle creature, anal sex, voyeurism, forced orgasms, bondage and a willing virgin. All sex takes
place between fictional characters aged 18 or older. For ADULT readers only.
Rescued by the Merman: When David falls asleep as he's floating on his lilo, he drifts off into open sea and
meets Jamarion, a handsome young merman who is half human, half tentacle creature. The two hit it off and
David gets to know Jamarion and his tentacles a lot better. This is a 5000 word ADULT story between two
consenting adult men.
It contains one curious human, one handsome merman with tentacles, oral sex, anal sex with tentacles and

double penetration with tentacles. Taken by the Alien Tentacles: Private Daniel Walker and his three
teammembers are sent to clear all the remaining alien parasites from a derelict spaceship. When the parasites
manage to infect the rest of the team, tentacles come out of their bodies, preventing Daniel from escaping.
Daniel reacts to the parasites' pheromones by becoming incredibly aroused, to the delight of the aliens. Will
Daniel become theirs to keep? This 9500 word story contains three humanoid tentacle creatures, a horny man,
anal sex, oral sex, double penetration, tentacle penetration and a rough gangbang. All sex takes place between
fictional characters aged 18 or older. For ADULT readers only. Show

